Provide service and pre-maintenance on Eximer gas lasers in Plasma and PLD labs

1) **COMPEXPRO 102 system** - Coherent Eximer gas laser, model: COMPEXPRO 102
   Pulse Energy (300mJ) up to 10 Hz (see attached datasheet)
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   **Gas for COMPEXPRO 102 Systems**
   - Part Number: EXRLAMCPX1-3
   - LAMBDA PHYSIK COMPEX 102 KFN
   - F2 0.12%, Kr 3.03%, He 2.3% Balance Neon
   - Volume: 2,000 lts, Cylinder Size: 3, Valve: CGA679
   - Pricing: £990, Cylinder rental: £5.60 per month
   - Lead time - 4 working days from receipt of order at a cost of £150

2) **COMPEXPRO 204 system** - Coherent Eximer gas laser, model: COMPEXPRO 204
   Pulse Energy (600mJ) up to 10 Hz (see attached datasheet)

   **Gas COMPEXPRO 205 Systems**
   - Part Number: EXOCOMPKFN-3
   - LAMBDA PHYSIK COMPEX 205 KFN
   - F2 0.09%, HE 1.68%, KR 3.82%, NE 94.41%
   - Cylinder size: 3, Volume: 2,000 lts, CGA 679 Valve
   - Pricing £990, Cylinder rental: £5.60 per month
   - Lead time - 3-4 weeks from receipt of order

**Gas contact:**

Diane Redford Sales Co-Ordinator Spectra Products, dianer@spectragases.co.uk
BOC UK, E-Space North
Wisbech Road, Littleport, Cambridgeshire, CB6 1RA
Tel: (01353) 865470
Mobile: 07557288569
Fax: (01353) 865472